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Introduction

unrest

As World Leadership Alliance-Club de
Madrid (WLA-CdM) Members President
Laura Chinchilla (Costa Rica, 2010 –
2014) and Prime Minister Aminata
Touré (Senegal, 2013-2014) have noted,
the Covid-19 pandemic has thrown
into sharp relief the inadequacies of
the multilateral framework to deliver
inclusivity, both among the community
of nations and among groups within
countries, while also ensuring social
justice1.

However, the Covid crisis

has also revealed opportunities for

this

produces,

combined

sense, the economic is the political.

with economic uncertainties; labor

Governance is being impacted by

redundancy as digitalization proceeds;

economic

dislocation and other social impacts

stagnant wages, precarious work,

of climate change; increasing political

rising

polarization; and the concentration

markets, and fiscal austerity. Political

of wealth and entrenched inequality

systems are failing to respond, as

(including of power and influence)

political capture by special interests

around the globe leads us to believe

and the “thinness” of representative

that social justice, inclusion and equity

democracy are eroding democratic

can no longer remain just guiding

practice

principles: they must be placed at the

increasing polarization . The challenge

core of our efforts as advocates for

is, therefore, to ensure that our global

global economic security.

economic institutions become visible

mitigate the impact of the pandemic

WLA-CdM

and produce an inclusive recovery.

Danilo Türk (Slovenia, 2007-2012) and

Vulnerable

people

President Cassam Uteem (Mauritius,

living in poverty or marginalized due

1992-1997, 1997-2002) have therefore

to ethnicity, gender, age, migration

called

status or lack of legal identity, religion

governance

or national origin, least-developed

beyond building better capacity for

countries, countries and individuals

understanding and impacting goals of

in debt distress, and conflict affected

social cohesion and equity to making

countries, as well as all the small

them mission-level objectives of

and

around

their economic philosophy. Though

the world that have been destroyed

tremendous progress has been touted

or negatively impacted, and the

in reducing poverty globally3 , all

middle and working classes which

too often the institutions created 70

have grown mistrustful of top-down

years ago in Bretton Woods are seen

political systems led by elites; all need

as supporters of the status quo and

practical, people-centered solutions

benefactors of entrenched interests.

medium

enterprises

inequality,

around

related

informal

the

globe

to

labor

and
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standard-bearers for broad-based

international cooperation to help

populations:

grievances

on

Members

our

global

President

economic

institutions2

to

go

economic well-being, inclusion and
equity.

This in turn reaffirms the

social contract – a just transition - in
which governments develop policies
and tools to more effectively safeguard
people6.

As more than a million

have perished during the current
pandemic and tens of millions face
economic catastrophe, the urgency
of strengthening our multilateral

to global problems like the pandemic,
challenges that can only be solved
by international cooperation and a
responsive multilateral system.

Gross
are

Domestic
simply

not

Product

metrics

sufficient

for

responding to the expectations of
people who experience deprivation,

The disproportionate impact of the

unemployment,

exclusion

and

pandemic on excluded and vulnerable

infectious disease as individuals and

groups, and the potential for social

groups, not as aggregates.4

In this
3

capacity to respond effectively with

from developing. Debt relief

results people experience firsthand

must be linked to inclusive

cannot be overstated.

social development.

To do so, this brief – informed by
perspectives

from

•

creation of shared societies”,

which called on the G-20 in 2013 to
build jobs for inclusive growth9, among
other initiatives.

Convincing skeptics that social

Context

justice, equity and well-being

governments,

and

8

civil

outcomes are part of the core

social

institutional missions of the

movements – presents a way forward

global economic governance

Social justice depends on a social

for policymakers worldwide, based

institutions.

contract that ensures people’s basic

international
society

institutions,

organizations

and

What is meant by “social justice”?

on the most actionable policies they

needs will be met by their governments

can champion and implement to

via tax revenues and policies to

strengthen social justice and inclusion.

Firstly,

the

guarantee that the interests of the

We focus on how to incentivize:

conversation by defining what is meant

market are not allowed to prevail over

when we say, “social justice” and which

the needs of people and that the

understanding of “inclusion” will be

interests of any one group, whether

relied upon in this scope. Secondly, the

majority or minority, does not deny

paper unpacks opportunities to pursue

the rights of any other. In parallel, a

actionable policies that match the goals

just international order ensures that

of the working group. Finally, the paper

all countries are enabled to develop,

provides practical recommendations

especially through the mobilization of

for the way forward, highlighting

domestic resources and in the context

policies and actions that can be taken

of fair international economic rules,

by WLA-CdM members and their

to provide for the wellbeing of their

partners to respond to the urgent

citizens/residents10. To address these

reform:

need to reshape multilateral efforts

shortcomings, the United Nations

embrace greater transparency,

for the formidable challenges of this

member states have adopted a set of

democratic

and

century. The implementation strategy

economic, social and cultural rights

taxation of profits and wealth

and subsequent efforts to realize these

on which a just global order should

in national and global tax

recommendations builds on a 14 year

be built. They have also committed

systems. This can create a

Shared Societies Project effort at the

to

larger tax base for social

WLA-CdM, which in 2011, in partnership

Goals, including Goal 10, to reduce

development initiatives like the

with

and

inequality within and among countries.

UN 2030 Agenda’s Sustainable

others, developed a Guiding Principles

Organizations as far ranging as the

Development

Goals,

of the Economics of Shared Societies

WLA-CdM and the International Trade

particularly Goal 8 on inclusive

that demonstrated the benefits of and

Union Confederation have called for a

and full employment.

delineated the policy parameters for

new Social Contract between citizens,

inclusive economies , and which called

workers, employers and governments11.

on the IMF in 2012 to “better identify

Employment – decent, environmentally

political and social systems that clearly

sustainable and legally recognized

hold back economic growth and the

jobs - must be conceived as a public

•

Actions for equity: mobilize
funding to promote equity,
including

universal

protection

floors

We

want to

social
(USPFs).

ensure

international

that

financial

institutions enact USPFs in
their development assistance
strategies and programs.
•

•

Actions

for

tax

oversight

Actions for debt relief: overhaul
the debt regime that keeps
both countries and individuals

the

paper

frames

Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung
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good and end in itself beyond simple

groups have a sense of belonging,

therefore informed by perspectives

consideration as a factor or cost of

participation, inclusion, recognition

of

production

and legitimacy.”13 This perspective

governments,

informed our assessments of social

institutions, civil society organizations

inclusion and cohesion.

and social movements on the state of

What is meant by “inclusion”?
Within the spectrum of policies for
inclusion, we focus on the provision
of equal opportunities for economic,

Related concepts of “fairness and
equity”

multiple

stakeholders

from

international

social justice, inclusion, cohesion, and
equity within different societies and in
the community of nations.

social and political inclusion/inclusive

In the context of rising populism and

growth, backed up by actually inclusive

nationalism,

inequality

The concepts of fairness and equity

outcomes so that everyone, regardless

and instances of political capture,

are linked intrinsically to social

of background, is able to achieve their

which together work to undermine

justice. Equity describes a state of

full potential in life. “Inclusion is not

governmental

multilateral

social justice, characterized by peace,

just about income but all aspects of

efficacy, we recognize that political

diversity and inclusion, in which social

people’s well-being, including the

exclusion (e.g. of youth, women,

dialogue and political representation

capacity to shape political decisions”

ethnic groups, religious and other

have produced outcomes in which

at both national and international

groups),

particular,

prevents

people and countries get what

levels . As to how we assess “actually

equitable outcomes and

destroys

they need to succeed. The group’s

inclusive” outcomes, the Club de

social cohesion. Inclusion necessitates

recommendations

Madrid’s Shared Societies program

that people be enabled to participate

opportunities for positive reforms and

and the United Nations, which have

meaningfully in the decisions that

initiatives to those with the potential

had many dialogues in the past

affect their lives. Among our guiding

to contribute most to a structural

decade on the topic, predict greater

questions was this, “What do ‘the

transformation for inclusion and

social cohesion as an outcome of

people’ say they want?”, and how can

equity.

social inclusion, recognizing a socially

the multilateral system respond to it?

cohesive society as, “one where all

The working group’s deliberations are

12

in

economic

and

therefore

link
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remain the most fundamental policy

solvency to the detriment of economic

for equity, because they protect not

resilience and social protections.19

Rising calls by social movements and

just those who are traditionally seen

Nowhere is this more evident than in

civil society groups for justice in their

as beneficiaries, but everyone in

Africa where countries were forced to

societies and their economies, and for

society. However, equity requires not

seek national solutions to contain the

the structural transformation needed

just floors, but also the possibility to

pandemic without effective support

to reach that goal, have provided an

develop beyond them, which in turn

from the international community and

opportunity to rethink our economic

requires paying attention to extreme

where an increasing share of global

assumptions and strategies, including

levels of wealth at the top so that they

poverty and the youngest population

how the multilateral system and

do not undermine the social contract or

in the world create a potentially

human rights framework14 can more

corrupt political processes.

incendiary

Opportunities

fully support these efforts. Is it that
difficult to imagine a World Bank
and International Monetary Fund
fully vested in fulfilling the 2030
Agenda? In the paragraphs below, are
possible opportunities to incentivize
transformative outcomes in the areas
of policies for equity (including social
protection floors), taxation, and debt.
There is also a section on convincing
skeptics

to

support

economic

transformation.

recipe

for

political

grievance. In this context, maintaining
In recent years even the IMF has
acknowledged that rising inequalities
are macro-critical, in other words, that
they have an impact on growth and
macroeconomic

considerations

for

which the institution is responsible.
In response, redistributive policies
have become part of the official policy
portfolio17. We need to move forward
with their widespread use, but in the

commitments and financing for Agenda
2030 Sustainable Development Goal 10
to Reduce inequality within and among
countries becomes more imperative
than ever. If the 70% of Africans under
35 cannot be brought into collaborative
efforts of multilateral institutions for
social development they will seek other
outlets, including potentially conflict
and polarization.

face of political opposition to taxation
and redistribution, we may also have

With increased levels of poverty

to look at the “market” inequalities

and inequality due to the COVID-19

The pandemic presents an opportunity

produced before taxes and transfers

pandemic,

to justify the practicality of investing

and ask why the way some economies

redistribution must be on the policy

fiscal resources in policies for equity.

work produces lower rates of inequality

agenda, along with a new social

“This is not about compassion but

than

under

contract, involving people, businesses,

about the survival of all”15.

consideration by international experts

governments and the multilateral

on measuring inequality.18

system.

Policies for equity

others,

a

question

means

that

Our top recommended action for

Embracing a new social contract is
the first step: “Access to sick leave,

We also must take care that new debt

unemployment benefits, and health

and fiscal deficits created to respond

benefits is useful for all in dealing

to COVID-19 do not result in a new

with the effects of the pandemic but

round of austerity cuts with negative

particularly so for poorer segments

social impacts that will undermine

of society who lack a savings cushion

public health systems, jobs and social

and are thus living hand-to-mouth.”

protection as nations choose, and

Universal social protection floors

have chosen consistently, to seek fiscal

16

this

equity:
Support the August 2020 call for a
Global Fund for Social Protection,
based on the principle of global
solidarity, to support countries
to

design,

implement

and,

in

specific cases, provide temporary
6

co-financing for national social
protection floors20.
•

•

including

flows,

unitary taxation22 and a global

to recognize and reward transparency

asset registry23 .

around wealth and responsible tax

health systems to ensure quality

behavior that offers opportunities

health services to all citizens

to push for heightened democratic

governments avoid austerity

after the pandemic.

oversight of taxation of profits and

cuts and fiscal consolidation,

wealth in national and global tax

and instead look for financing

systems. For developing countries,

options.

We recommend rights-based
and inequality, including gender
inequalities, such as adequate
public care services, paid family
and sick leave, subsidized day
care, education - including
continuing adult education and subsidized housing.
We recommend investing also in
justice resources so people can
enforce their rights.

•

financial

are evidence of a growing movement

We recommend universal public

social policies to reduce poverty

•

financial crimes. But fast shifting norms

this would yield critical domestic
resources for economic development.

recommend

private

wealth,

by country of origin and
destination, which is tabulated

the virus.

currently

but

not

made

publicly available.

24

Our top recommended action for
tax reform:

that

We recommend that OECD
overseas

economic inequality exacerbated by

Debt

Join, amplify and challenge existing
multi-stakeholder and multilateral

avoid austerity cuts and fiscal

taxation

consolidation, and instead look

boldly and globally to ensure

for financing options.

that countries and the global

regulations

to

think

system can finance inclusive social
development initiatives to achieve
the SDGs.

Since

the

pandemic

began,

the

International Monetary Fund (IMF)
has suspended its Article IV bilateral
surveillance

to

focus

on

global

surveillance. In response to the crisis,
it has engaged in 80 emergency and
precautionary lending operations25,
whereas in a more normal year
they would have processed only 3-4

We recommend policies to

emergency loans. While emergencies

international tax system that has

increase tax revenues via

are

fostered global competition to attract

progressive

and

concessional and general resource

foreign business with low taxes, creating

wealth taxation - including

account) is way down. Compounding

a “race to the bottom” with a potentially

emergency solidarity taxes on

the challenge, in recent years the

negative impact on developed and

high profits, private wealth and

composition of lending and debt has

developing countries alike. In addition,

risky financial products - and

been shifting to include more private

the use of “offshore” structures by high

corporate taxation21 , including

creditors. They have not fully signed

net-worth individuals to effectively

taxes to the largely untaxed

up to either of the debt relief measures

hide the real ownership of their wealth,

financial sector.

enacted thus far by the multilateral

and among them, are aided by an

as well as its location and often its very
existence, has created fertile ground for
tax avoidance, tax evasion, and other

•

We

publish aggregate data on

a means to counteract increased

processes to reform international

Inequalities, both within countries

•

For developed countries this provides

Above all, governments need to

Taxation

•

•

We

income

recommend

measures

to

stop

strong
illicit

up,

regular

lending

(both

creditors: neither the Catastrophic
Containment Relief Tranche (CCRT),
which writes off debt servicing to 34
7

eligible low-income countries for two
years, nor the Debt Service Suspension
Initiative (DSSI) announced in April by
the G20 and heads of the IMF and
World Bank, which offers “flow relief”
to IDA eligible countries to push out
debt servicing for 4-5 years has buy in
from private creditors.
Consequently,

although

many

countries are seeking relief, many are
not – or are not seeking adequate
relief – because of worries this might

Our top recommended action for

Convincing skeptics

debt relief:

Mounting

Redouble efforts for systematic

movement towards inclusive, wellbeing

debt

debt

economies, yet transformation requires

forgiveness when warranted but at

convincing skeptics with evidence

least moratoria with restructuring –

that economic inclusion and equality

and ensure that savings are invested

produce economic benefits for all.

in inclusive social development

“Shared Societies, in which diverse

initiatives linked to the Agenda

groups and individuals are economically

2030’s Sustainable Development

integrated and utilise their talents and

Goals.

skills, tend to be more stable societies,

•

relief

–

including

We recommend that the G20

which enjoy higher economic growth
than divided societies30.

and

eventually seek loans in the private

institutions extend the Debt

markets. This has resulted in many

Service Suspension Initiative

We

middle and lower nations reducing

at least to the end of 2021

demonstrate these benefits by ‘forging’

investments to combat inequality,

and that it be extended to

inclusive and wellbeing economic

climate change and health26.

emerging economies.

practice. “The forgers are the policy

backdrop – the urgent and ongoing
need for countries to cope with the

•

We

financial

supports

impact them negatively when they

This

international

evidence

recommend

that

the

private sector embrace the

spread of Covid-19, the economic

Debt

effects and aftereffects of lockdown,

Service

Suspension

Initiative, so we encourage

and the uncertainty of recovery

debt

absent a universal vaccine – creates

and

campaigns27

an opportunity to fundamentally

development
to

incentivize

private sector compliance28 , or

overhaul the debt regime that keeps

to call out lack of compliance.

both countries and individuals from

to

makers – civil servants and politicians
– rolling up their sleeves and delivering
the sort of changes needed.” Members
of the WLA-CdM and this Working
Group are ready to join an effort to push
forward these “frontiers” as “pockets
of good practice”31. By combining the
leadership experience of the WLA-CDM
Members with the increasing evidence

conduct a general issuance of

wellbeing economies we have a

are from middle income countries,

Special Drawing Rights (SDRs)

powerful lobby for replicating and

we will need debt suspension beyond

to be mobilized for Covid

expanding this demonstration effect.

current levels. This will require greater

recovery and development.

Debt Sustainability Analysis which
places value on investments in equity
and inclusion (like health, education,
universal social protections).

•

that

work

new poor created by the pandemic

private lenders through expanded

recommend

to

for the benefits of inclusive, equitable

coordination with and regulation of

We

continue

IMF

developing. If 75% of the millions of

•

must

We recommend that G20

The imperative for transformation is

countries

and

obvious beyond the analytical, policy

direct IMF to set up a formal

sphere: we are witnessing the call for

institutional mechanism to

revolution in the streets. The global

manage the restructuring of

rise of protests by people demanding

sovereign debts, beyond the

respect for diversity and inclusion,

market-based mechanism that

economic security, gender equality,

was agreed in 2015 .

climate adaptation and accountable

negotiate

29
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that

“We can implement an agenda to

multilateral framework will either

policymakers “listen” to the

revitalize income and well-being

adapt and respond effectively or

people they represent, including

across the economic spectrum and

be left redundant. Building more

taking stock of an increasing

strengthen the economy. Time and

accountable

means

number of protests that express

time again, both democracy and the

bringing together key stakeholders

grievances with the political and

market economy have delivered vast

in social dialogue, certainly including

economic system33.

improvements in living standards. To

public institutions means that our

institutions

labor, the private sector and decisionmakers, but also other stakeholder
groups impacted by policies, to
forge a new consensus on policies
that have been decided in exclusive
political deliberations and behind
closed doors to date. Making the
social impacts of policy apparent to
multilateral institutions like the G-20,
United Nations, World Bank and IMF,
through public engagement is critical
for not only for their ability to respond
but also for their legitimacy going
forward. We believe social dialogue
with concrete outcomes is the best
way forward.
Our top recommended action to
convince skeptics:
Build a multi-stakeholder lobby
to transform international finance
institutions towards mission-level
objectives of equity, inclusion and
well-being.
•

•

•

We

recommend

We must convene the framing
for a global reflection on moving
a new social compact forward.
Twenty-five years ago, the World

deliver on their promises, both require
a high degree of inclusiveness, and
institutions and rules that balance the
power of economic interests.” 34

Summit for Social Development
brought together 117 Heads

At the same time, the structural

of State and Government to

inequities that block such successes

redefine

that

exist not only inside of nation-states

evolved into a consensus of

but also among them. “Making

193 nations in the Agenda 2030

globalization more inclusive will

Sustainable Development Goals.

require policies that tackle inequality

It is now time to do so again,

within advanced economies and

not just to Build Back Better,

boost convergence in living standards

but to reset our multilateral

between Africa and high-income

framework for equity, inclusion

countries.

and wellbeing.

with support from external partners,

investments

African

policymakers,

can play their part by accelerating

The Road Forward

regional integration, bridging gaps in

By transforming our global economic
governance

framework

traditionally

measured

from
macro-

economic growth and average income
used as parameters for poverty

labor skills and digital infrastructure,
and creating a mechanism to own
and regulate Africa’s digital data.” 35

Our Call to Action

reduction towards standards of equity,

We are compelled by the Covid

We recommend policymakers

inclusion and wellbeing, we are working

crisis to rebuild our economies

integrate

increasing

not just for social justice but for greater

and societies. To do so we will

empirical

stability. The transformations required

have to muster the political will to

analysis demonstrating the

are not merely economic, but political,

redirect the international economic

benefits of equity, inclusion

as they require a negotiation of

governance

and

prerogatives almost always controlled

these ends, guided by a strategy to

by elites which produce unequal

ensure inclusion and equity both

political and policy leverage and

within and among nations. This is the

exclude those outside the realms of

result of the dire need in evidence

power.

of a once-a-century convergence of

the

abundance

in

of

wellbeing
economic

economies
policy

governance initiatives32.

and

institutions

towards

9

all stakeholders: public, private and

To this end we call for the convening

and inclusive. If global institutions

increasingly, people on the ground

of a multi-stakeholder campaign to

cannot rise to this task, we face a stark

in communities and identity groups

urge the governments of Member

scenario of zero-sum competition not

across the world. COVID-19 has

States and the international financial

unlike the period that created the

tragically forced us to face a reality

institutions to implement standards

tragedies which led to our current

that many analysists were promoting

of equity, inclusion and wellbeing;

framework for global cooperation. We

already: the economy is a not an

enact universal social protections;

must heed these warnings, expressed

objective in-of-itself but rather a tool

develop an effective international

in so many signs of urgency and

in service of higher goals . Our global

tax revenue regime; and enact a

despair, and move forward towards

economic governance institutions

moratorium on debt for 2021.

a more inclusive and equitable

36

must go back to the drawing board
to reorient economic goals beyond
macroeconomic

growth

towards

human and ecological well-being.

framework for global cooperation, as
Our global economic governance
institutions
clear

must

proponents

we have delineated in this Policy Brief.

become

for

economic

transformation beyond a notion
In other words, making our global

of

economic governance institutions

driving market economies. There is

transformative is returning them to

an opportunity for the multilateral

their original philosophical purpose

system to play a powerful, and

of building prosperous, resilient

not

and stable societies is no less

leading forward with vision and

formidable a task than was creating

political will to accomplish an

the multilateral economic governance

historic commitment to the spirit

system over the last 75 years. The

of peace and equitable wellbeing

COVID – 19 pandemic is just the latest

for all humanity which inspired the

of a daunting catalogue of challenges

foundation of the United Nations

including climate change, dislocation,

and

food insecurity, political polarization

75 years ago. That means that our

and public anxiety about globalization

multilateral framework integrates the

and

the

evolution of our increasingly diverse

prevailing multilateral framework,

and interconnected societies to

and rule of law are meeting the needs

respond demonstrably to the people,

of the 21st century.

The global

and particularly those made most

economic

framework

vulnerable, by global challenges.

cannot simply try to muddle through,

Increased frustration by citizens and

nor adhere to the policy agendas and

migrants around the globe is calling

mindsets of the previous century. The

into question the social compacts in

times demand vision and verve.

place and require a renewed focus

whether

digitalization,

37

governance

purely

merely

Bretton

financial

profitability

functional,

Woods

role,

in

institutions

on democratic governance that is
finally

participatory,

accountable
10

Endnotes
1. President Laura Chinchilla, comments during virtual webinar ‘Post-COVID Recovery and the Future of Global and Economic and
Social Governance’ organized by the Global Governance Forum, 16 September 2020. Prime Minister Aminata Touré, comments
during virtual Global Summit of the UNITE Global Parliamentarians Network to End Infectious Diseases, 8 September 2020.
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